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Tips to Go Green at Office
•

Set your printer to doublesided copies to save paper.

•

Make hard copies only
when necessary.

•

View documents on your
computer instead of printing them out.

•

Remove your phone
charger from the power
point when not in use, as
it continues to consume up
to 40 percent of the current used to charge your
phones.

•

Set your computer to sleep
if you are away from your
desk for more than 10 minutes, which reduces power
consumption to about 5
percent of full operating
power.

•

Look to maximize the
natural light in your office, rather than relying on
artificial light.

Creating Modern
Outdoor Living Space with
Contemporary Landscape Design

C

ontemporary landscape design is a relatively new garden style that complements modern architecture and
is just as unique as the structures it surrounds. Near

the end of the 1950′s, new styles in architecture brought about
a more modern style of landscaping to match it.
Vivid colors and abstract patterns, combined with unique uses
of lighting, textures, and space, create an outdoor space
that magnifies the beauty of nature with the sophistication
of modern living.
Diminishing yard space in today’s affluent communities
and the rushed, fast-paced lifestyle of present day
society have made trends toward modern garden
design even more popular. Contemporary landscape design is creative and chic with a variety
of options that are ideal for all types of yards.

T

his courtyard was designed for
a commercial building which is
in Salem city to create a spread

successful revelation incorporate color
spreading, component combination, design
blend involvement and design plan insight,
which the entire piece unite together to build brilliant contemporary. The
two main focuses of this project were : comfort in the urban center and
commercially appealing identity. The investment was limited to the minimal in the continuous business plan.
This space satisfies people with metro lifestyles and offers them a rest area
which is as practical and friendly as the shadow beneath a large trees. Pebble was the concept of its contemporary landscape design in the centre for
the truly comfortable ambience amongst nature.
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